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Abstract 
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We show that there exists a universal space for all closed images of countable metric spaces. This 
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Introduction and preliminaries 
All spaces considered in this paper are Lasnev (that is, a closed image of some 
metric space), and all maps are assumed to be continuous. Our terminology follows 
k21. 
The following fundamental theorem is well known (e.g. [l, Problem 1.3.G(b)]). 
Theorem 0.1. The space Q of rationals is a universal space for countable metric 
spaces. In other words, every countable metric space can be embedded in Q. 
On the other hand, it is known that it is hopeless to seek universal spaces for 
generalized metric spaces. In particular there are no universal spaces for countable 
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Lasnev spaces ([5], see also [4]). Hence, we need some restrictions for the class so 
that there arises the following problem due to H.J.K. Junnila [5, Problem]. 
Problem. Does there exist a universal space for closed images of countable metric 
spaces? 
In this paper we shall answer this problem affirmatively. For that purpose we 
need the following facts. 
Fact 0.2 (Characterization theorem of Q [l, Problems 1.3.H(d), 1.2.D]). Every 
countable metric space dense in itself is homeomorphic to Q. In particular, every 
countable metric nowhere locally compact space is homeomorphic to Q. 
Fact 0.3 (Homeomorphism extension theorem [9, Theorem 3.11). Let X be strongly 
homogeneous zero-dimensional separable metric and let F and G be its closed 
nowhere dense subsets. If f: F + G is a homeomorphism then f can be extended to an 
autohomeomorphism f of X. 
A space is called strongly homogeneous if all nonempty clopen subspaces are 
homeomorphic. For example, Q is strongly homogeneous. 
Fact 0.4 [l, Problem 1.3.C(a>]. Every nonempty closed subset A of a zero-dimensional 
separable metric space is its retract (i.e., there exists a map r from X to A such that 
r(a) = a for every a E A). 
Fact 0.5 [3, Lemma 31. For every closed subset A of a Lasnev space X the pair (X, 
A) is semicanonical. 
A pair (X, A) for a closed subset A of a space X is called semicanonical [3] if 
there exists a collection Y (we call it a semicanonical cover for the pair) consisting 
of open subsets of X satisfying that 
(1) U%=X\A, and 
(2) for each a E A and each neighborhood V of a in X there exists a 
neighborhood W of a in X such that stW, Y/> c V. 
Fact 0.6 [2, Problems 5.5.121. For every closed mapping f : Z + S of a paracompact 
space Z onto a Frechet space S there exists a closed subspace T of Z such that f 1 T is 
irreducible onto S (i.e., for every proper closed subset A of T we have f(A) # S). 
1. A proof of our result 
To specify our problem, we begin with the following theorem, which is a slight 
improvement of results in [6]: 
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Theorem 1.1. Every Lasnec space, which is a closed image of some countable metric 
space, can be embedded as a closed subset of an irreducible closed image of Q with all 
fibers of which are nowhere dense in Q. 
Proof. Let f : X - Y be a closed map from a countable metric space X. From Fact 
0.2 we can assume that X is a subset of Q. Put 
Z = Q’\(Iol x (Q\x)). 
Then, Z is homeomorphic to Q by Fact 0.2 and X is its closed subset. Consider 
the following decomposition of Z: 
{{z}: z@{(o) xx} U{(O) Xf_‘(y): y=Y}. 
Then the decomposition space S and the natural quotient map 4 : Z -+ S satisfy 
that 9 I X = f. It can be shown without difficulties that S contains a copy of Y as a 
closed subset. We shall show that q is a closed map. It suffices to show that we can 
find a neighborhood N for any y E Y\q(H) in S such that 
Nnq(H) =@, 
where H is an arbitrary closed subset of Z. 
By hereditarily normality of Z there exists disjoint open sets G 3H and 
V 2 f- '( y > = q- l(y). Since f is closed there exists a neighborhood W of y in Y 
such that f-‘(W) c I/. By Fact 0.4 there exists a retraction r : Z +X. Put 
E=r-‘(f-l(W)) and U=EnV. 
Then q(U) is a neighborhood of y disjoint from the set q(H) since q-lq(U) = Ii. 
Hence, q is a closed map. 
By Fact 0.6 we have a closed subset T of Z so that q 1 T is irreducible. Since 
q-‘(q(z)) = {z} for each z E Z\({O} XX), it holds that T I Q2\({O} x Q). Then, T 
is again homeomorphic to Q by Fact 0.2, and all fibers are nowhere dense in T. 
0 
Remark 1.2. From the first part of our proof we can see slight improvement of 
Theorem 0.1: any (not necessarily closed) subset of Q can be embedded in Q as a 
closed nowhere dense subset. 
By the above theorem it suffices to show the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.3. There exists a universal space for all irreducible closed images of Q 
(with all fibers of which are nowhere dense in Q). 
1.1. A construction of a universal space for spaces with one exceptional point 
For each closed set F of Q put 
S(F) = Q”\Wl x (Q\F))> 
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and let T, be the quotient space which is obtained from S(F) by collapsing the set 
F, = {O} X F into one point ( *F}. From Fact 0.3 we have: 
Lemma 1.4. For any Lasnev space Q,, which is obtained by collapsing a nowhere 
dense closed set G in Q into one point, is homeomorphic to Tr if G is homeomolphic 
to F. In particular, TF = To if F = G. 
We call the space QF for some closed subset F of Q a space with one 
exceptionalpoint. Put Q+= (9 E Q: q > 01 and Q_= {q E Q: q < 0) so that Q = Q, 
u Q_ and Q+n Q_ = IO}. Let {BJ be a countable clopen base of 0 in Q_ with 
diameter of Bi < l/i. Then, for any closed subset F of Q we shall embed the 
space S(F) to some subset Z(F) c Q3 as follows. First we can assume that 
S(F) = (Q2\((O} x (Q\F>>) x IO} c Q3. Let Z(F) = Ix,} be all the isolated points 




Note that both of Z, and Z are closed in Q3. Finally put 
Z(F) =ZuS(F). 
(1) Note that both Z, and Z(F) are homeomorphic to Q, and Z, is a closed 
nowhere dense subset of Z(F). 
Now we can show the universality of To for spaces with one exceptional point: 
Theorem 1.5. Every space Qr can be embedded into To as a closed set. Hence there 
exists a clopen subset Q(F) of Q\Q, such that the subset Q(F) together with the 
collapsing point { *o} is homeomorphic to QF = TF. 
Proof. Let Z, be the Lasnev space, which is obtained from Z(F) by collapsing the 
subset Z, into one point. Then, Z, is homeomorphic to To by Lemma 1.4 and (1). 
It follows that q(S(F)) = TF is a closed subspace of Z,, since S(F) is a closed 
subset of Z(F) and our identification does not change the original topology of TF. 
0 
Remark 1.6. For a given point r E Q \Q, we can make Q(F) missing r by Facts 
0.2 and 0.3. 
1.2. A construction of our universal space 
We begin with the following lemma which is fundamental not only for the 
construction of our space, but also for showing its universality. 
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Lemma 1.7. For each integer i 2 1 and each closed nowhere dense subset F of E = Q 
there exists a following collection %r of mutually disjoint clopen sets in E such that 
(1) the mesh of Z/r < l/i, and Z/r is a semicanonical cover for the pair (E, F); 
(2) there exists a neighborhood base ~3’ of F in E such that, for each B ES%“, there 
exists a subcollection YY’ of ZYr with B = U Z’//’ U F. 
Proof. One can construct the desired collection ?J’~ without difficulties, since Q\F 
is zero-dimensional, and (Q, F) is semicanonical by Fact 0.4. q 
Now, we shall construct our universal space. We shall construct it inductively as 
follows. Let f_, be a homeomorphism h : Q --) Q2, and put W_ r = Q2, and 
Y”, = (Q}. Let Q, = To, and take V, = h-‘(%r), where 2YF is a collection satisfy- 
ing Lemma 1.7 for i = 1, E = Q, and F = Q X {O}. Let f0 be the natural quotient 
map from Q* to To. 
Assume that we have a Lasnev space w., a collection V; of mutually disjoint 
clopen sets of Q, a subset I’, of Q, and a closed map fi : Wjyi 1 + Wi such that 
(3) mesh of Y; < l/i for i > 0, vi_ refines V;_ ,, and Pi = {pv E V: VE V;}; 
(4) for each VE ‘P-r there exists a subcollection Y of V; satisfying Lemma 
1.7 for some closed nowhere dense subset F,= Q in E = V together with the 
condition F, n ( U j < i Pj) = fl. 
Since the set Vn (U , < ,P,> is finite, for each I/E q, take a closed subset F(V) 
homeomorphic to Q, which is nowhere dense in V. Fix a point P”E V\F(V). 
Take a collection VV = 2YF satisfying Lemma 1.7 for i + 1, E = V, and this 
F = F(V). Let VF be the Lasnev space, which is obtained by collapsing the set 
F(V) to a point, and let qr : V ---) V, be the natural quotient map. Hence, V, is 
homeomorphic to To by Lemma 1.4. Let u/;+, be the set 
(~\U~)U(V,: VET and F=F(V)), 
and let fj+l : v + u/;+, be such that 
fi+,(x) =x if x E w.\ U V;, and fr+,lV=q, for each VE Y;. 
We introduce the quotient topology on the set y+, with respect to fi+I, Then, it 
is easy to see that fi+, is a closed map. Let V;,, be the collection tJ r, Es;VV. 
For each i & 0 let qi be the composition map f, 0 * . . 0 f _ , : Q + Wi. Then, let W 
be the decomposition space from the following identification on Q: 
we identify r, s E Q if qi( r) = qi( s) for some i 2 0. 
From the above construction this definition of identification makes sense, and let 
f: Q + W be the natural quotient map. 
Then, the following lemma is fundamental to examine the topology of the space 
W, from which we can show that not only f is closed, but also W is our universal 
space. 
Lemma 1.8. Let x be an arbitrary point of W. Then, we have 
(a> in case x = [q,(r)] = [q,(s)] f or some distinct points r and s: there exists a 
clopen set V E K and a collection TX c V;, satisfying Lemma 1.7 for E = V E y_ 1 
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and F = f- l(x), and hence {f(B): B ES%} is a neighborhood base of x in W, where 
9 is a neighborhood base of f-‘(x) satisfying Lemma 1.7 (2); 
(b) in other cases there exists V, E q for each i such that x E Vi, and hence 
{f(V)) is a neighborhood base of x. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward so that it is left to the reader. q 
Now, we are ready to show that f is a closed map. Let N be an arbitrary closed 
subset of Q, and let x E W\f(H). In case (a) in Lemma 1.8 we have a neighbor- 
hood f(B) of x such that f(B) n f(H) = @. Otherwise, qi(p) E Cl(q,(H)) = q$H), 
since qi is a closed map. Then, x E f(H) by the definition of f. This contradicts 
our assumption x E W\f(H). In case (b) in Lemma 1.8 there exists an open 
neighborhood f(V) of x such that f(V) n f(H) = Id. Otherwise, x E f(H) since 
(3) holds. 
Remark 1.9. Let D = {F(V): VE q for some il. Then, by (41 it is easy to see that 
V\D # $ for every VE V; and every i. Hence, we can show that q is irreducible, 
since f I Q \D is one to one and Q \D is dense in Q. 
Remark 1.10. Let W * be the set f(D). Then, it can be seen that f : D + W * is 
also irreducible, since each F(V) is nowhere dense and each V, is a semicanoni- 
cal cover for (V, F(V)). Note that D is homeomorphic to Q by Fact 0.2. 
1.3. A proof of Theorem 1.3 
Now we shall show that W is a universal space for every irreducible closed 
image X of Q* = Q. Take an irreducible closed map g : Q * +X so that g- ‘(x1 is 
nowhere dense for each x E X. We need the following lemma for our recursive 
construction of an embedding. 
Lemma 1.11. For every point x of a clopen subset G of X there exists a semicanonical 
cover Z?x for the pair (G, {x}> consisting of mutually disjoint clopen subsets of G such 
that 
(5) there exists a neighborhood base JY~ of x in G such that, for each N E Ss,, it 
holds that N = U ZY” U (x} for some subcollection Z?” of 9X. 
Proof. By Fact 0.4 we can have the one by just the same way as in Lemma 1.7. 0 
Enumerate X and Q\D as lx,} and {r,}, and put F, = g-‘(xi) for each i 2 0. 
Now, we shall construct clopen sets Gi, q, and closed set Ki of X, Q*, and Q, 
respectively, and a homeomorphism hi: U, + Ki for each i with a one to one 
correspondence cp :{xk : k < i} + {y, : k < i}, as well as a countable mutually dis- 
joint clopen collection .Yi of X satisfying the following conditions (a)-(f): 
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(a) for each k < i either E, n Ei = fl or E, c E, for E = G, U and K, respec- 
tively; 
(b) for each i we have xi E Gi, Fi c Ui, and diameter of K, < l/i for i > 0; 
(c) there exists a j(i) > i and VE qCi) such that Ki c I/, h,(Fi) cF(V), and 
hi(q\F,) is clopen in V\F(V); 
(d) p, consists of all elements of Z7-i except one Gi, which contains xi, 
together with a semicanonical cover %’ of the pair (Gi, {xi}>. 
(e) UFi=X\{x,,..., x,}, and for each x = xk, k < i, there exists a neighbor- 
hood base JV’ of x in X such that for each NE Jv; we have N = U .?7” U {x) for 
some subcollection Z7’ of gi; 
(f) ri @ Ki. 
Let G,=X, U,=Q*. Then, the Lasnev space Q,*, which is obtained by 
collapsing the set F = F,, to a point, can be embedded in IV, by Theorem 1.5. 
Hence, let h, be a homeomorphism from U, to K, c Q such that h,(F,) c h-‘(Q,>. 
By Remark 1.6 we can make y0 E K,,. Let %‘_, be (G,}, and let g” be a 
semicanonical cover satisfying Lemma 1.11 for the pair (X, lx,,}). Put y, = C&X,> = 
the collapsing point of IV,. Then, it is easy to see that they satisfy (a>-(f). 
Assume that we have them for i. By (e) let Gi+, be the unique element of Fj, 
which contains xi + , . Let xk be the point such that G,, , is a member of the 
semicanonical cover of (G,, {x,)) guaranteed in (d). Put q.+, =g-‘(G,,,). On the 
other hand, by (c) and (3) there exists jj+, > i + 1 such that there exists v.+ 1 E T,,, 
such that I/;+, cK,. Make rk tZ K, by Remark 1.6. Then, the Lasnev space 
obtained from U, + 1 by collapsing the set c.+ , can be embedded in V, for V = y + 1 
and F = F(V). Hence, by Theorem 1.5 take a homeomorphism h, + , : Ui+ , + Ki + 1 
c I/; such that 
hi+,(F,+,) cF(V) and h,+,(U,+,\~.+,) is clopen in V,\F. 
Let gi+i be the collection defined in (d) for i + 1. Put y,+, = +4x,+,) = the 
collapsing point of V,. Then, it is evidently true that they satisfy all the conditions 
(a)-(f). 
Finally we shall show that cp : X = {xi} + Y = {yi) is a homeomorphism. Let 0 
be any open set in W containing yi E V,. Then, without loss of generalities we can 
assume that 0 =f-‘(B) for some neighborhood B of F in Lemma 1.8(a). Since 
h;‘(B) is a clopen neighborhood of F, = g-‘(xi) there exists a neighborhood N of 
xl, which satisfies (5) as well as the condition g-‘(N) chL:‘(B). Then, we have by 
our construction that cp(N) c 0. It can be seen just in a parallel way that cp-’ is 
continuous. This completes our proof. 
Remark 1.12. It can be seen without difficulties that our embedding 9 is closed 
(i.e., Y is a closed subset of W> by (e) and (f). We are indebted to Professor Y. 
Hattori for calling our attention of a defect of the condition (f). 
2. Another universal space 
There are several universal spaces which satisfy Theorem 0.1 besides Q (for 
example, one of the easiest is a disjoint union of Q and a countable compact set 
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K). Hence one need not be surprised to see there are some other universal spaces. 
We shall present here another solution of Theorem 1.3, where the technique is 
somewhat different from the previous one and its construction sounds interesting 
in itself. We believe that both constructions will give some hints for further studies 
(see the conjecture in the final section). 
2.1. A construction of a universal space for spaces with one nonisolated point 
We start from the following fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let N be the Alexandroff duplicate of Q. Let M be a countable metric 
space and L be a subset of the set of all isolated points of M. Then there is an 
embedding g : M -+ N such that g(L) c Q X {O), g(M\L) c Q X (l), and if (mj) c L 
and (g(mi)) converges to some point (q, 01, then (mi) itself converges to some 
xcM\L. 
Proof. Let us remind the reader the space N = Q x {O, 1) where elements of 
Q X (1) are isolated and for any open U c Q, the set U X (0, 1) \(F X (1)) is open 
for any finite F c Q. By Remark 1.2 we can assume that M is a closed nowhere 
dense subset of Q. Define g : M --3, N by g(m) = (m, 1) for m EL and g(m) = (m, 
0) for others. We show that g is continuous. Suppose (m,) c M converges to 
m EM. Assume m EL (otherwise there is nothing to prove since it is isolated). 
Now (m,) converges to m so that (g(m,>) converges to g(m) by the definition of 
Alexandroff duplicate. Finally we shall show that g -’ is continuous. Suppose that 
(g(mj>) converges to some (x, 0). Then (m,) converges to x and we have x EM, 
since M is closed in Q. By the definition of g we have g(x) = (x, 0) and x EL. 
0 
Let Y be the quotient space obtained from N by collapsing the set Q X (0) of 
all nonisolated points to a point y,,. Then Y is a countable Lasnev space with one 
nonisolated point. Now we show its universality: hereafter in this section let M be 
a countable metric space all of whose points are isolated except m,, and let X be 
a closed image of a countable metric space satisfying that X has only one 
nonisolated point x0. 
Theorem 2.2. For any above X there exists above M and two embeddings g : M --* N 
and i : X -+ Y such that q 0 g = i 0 f, where q : N + Y is the natural quotient map and 
f : M --j X is a closed map. 
Proof. Suppose that j: R +X is closed and R is a countable metric. For each 
x #x0 choose r(x) E j-‘(x). Let M = j-‘(x0) U (r(x): x fx,). Since for each 
x #x0 the set j-‘(x) is open, each r(x) is an isolated point of M. Note that 
f=jlM isclosed. 
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Apply Theorem 2.1 using L = (r(x): x fx,} to obtain g. Define i(x,) = y. and 
i(x) = q(g(r(x))) for x f x0. Note that 
(6) if mE’M and m=~(x) for x#x,,, then f(m) = j(m) =x and q(g(m)) = 
q(g(r(x))) = Xx> = i(f(m)); 
(7) if m E M and j(m) =x0, then m $5 L so that by the definition of g, we have 
g(m) E Q X (01 and qkhz)) = y, = 8x,> = i( j(m)> = i(f(m>). 
At first we show that g is one to one. Assume that i(x) = i(x’). Choose m, m’ E M 
with x = f(m), x’ = f(m’>. Now i 0 f(m) = i 0 f(m’) so that q 0 g(m) = q 0 g(m’). 
By the definition of q, either g(m) = g(m’> so that m = m’ and x =x’ or else 
g(m), g(m’> E Q X (O}. By the definition of g, m,m’ EM\L so that m, m’ E 
j-‘(x0>. Thus f(m) =f(m’) =x0 and x =x’. 
Next we show that i is continuous. Suppose (x,} CX is a net which converges to 
x EX, but (i( does not cluster at i(x). Assume x =x0 and no x,, =x0. Now a 
subnet of Ir(x,,)} converges to some m E j-‘(x0>, since f is a quotient mapping. 
Thus, g(r(x,,)) converges to g(m) and by (6), i(x,) = i(f(r(x,))) = q(g(r(xh))) 
converges to h(g(m)). 
Finally we show that i is closed. Suppose (x,} CX is a net which does not 
cluster at x EX, but (i(x,>) does converge to i(x). Assume that i(x) =y, and that 
no i(x,> = i(x). Thus x =x0 and no X~ =x0. Now {T(x*)} does not cluster at any 
m E j-'(x,1 = M\L, since f is a quotient map. By Theorem 2.1 (g(r(x,))} does 
not cluster at any element of Q x (01. Thus since q is a quotient map, q(g(r(x,))) 
does not cluster at ya but equals to i(f(r(xh))) = 8x,>. This contradiction com- 
pletes our proof. 0 
Remark 2.3. (a) We can assume these nets are just sequences in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. But this uses the theorem that closed images of metric spaces are 
FrCchet and the proof is not easier. 
(b) Systematic studies for unexpected uses of classical constructions (e.g. 
Alexandroff duplicate) are performed in [ll]. 
2.2. A construction of our second uniuersal space 
By Remark 1.2 we can embed N into Q as a closed nowhere dense subset. Let 
Q, be the Lasnev space obtained from Q by collapsing the set of all nonisolated 
points N,,a of N to a point * (hence, Qp is homeomorphic to TQ in Section 1.2). 
Let qp: Q + Qp be the natural quotient map. Then, the subspace qJN) is 
homeomorphic to the space Y = { y,: k > 2) defined in Section 2.1 from the 
definitions of Qp and Y. Since 
q$(N\I*l) ={z,‘=q&~& M} 
is a discrete subspace of Q \q; ‘( * > = Q \NO,O, we have a disjoint clopen collection 
so = {G,.,: k 2 11 such that 
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(8) zk E G,,, and G, k c Ix: p(x, zk) < p(r,, IV,,,,)), where p is a compatible 
’ metric of Q. Put 
~=wdJw%,k)~ 
Then note that 
(9) S is homeomorphic to Q and {GO,k: k > 11 is a clopen disjoint semicanonical 
cover of the pair (S, IV,,,). 
Put Y_, = { *}, and Y0 = Y. Then, define q. : S + Y, as follows: 
90(s) = 
i 
y0 for all s E N,,, , 
yk for all s E G,,k. 
One can show without difficulties from (8) and (9) that q is a closed map. 
Since each G,,, with k a 1 is homeomorphic to S, we have a quotient map 
ql,k . ’ Go,, --f ‘l,k, two homeomorphisms c#J~,~ : S = G,,, and I,!J~,~ : Y,, = YI,k such 
that 
(lo) ql,k ’ +l,k = *l,k ' 40. 
Since we can make the collection (YI,k} disjoint, put Y, = {y,,) U (U Y,,,) as a 
set. Using ql,k we can define a map q1 : S + Yl as follows: q1 I No,, = y. and 
41 1 GO,k = ql,k. We define a topology on Y, with respect to ql. Then, it can be seen 
without difficulties that q1 is a closed map and each subspace YI,k has the original 
topology by virtue of (8)-(10). Moreover, by Fact 0.3 we can assume that c#J,,~(z~) 
= nonisolated point of Yr,k. Hence, we may write Y, = Y, U (U yE yO*wy) (disjoint 
union), where Y,* = Y,\Y_, and oy is a copy of a countable discrete set, and 
(11) for each y E Y. the space {y} U wy is homeomorphic to Y. 
Hence we can think that Y, is a closed subspace of Yr, and let jr : Y0 c Yr be the 
inclusion map. Let ?7r = {q;'(y): y E Y,\Y,I. By (10) we have 
(12) every subcollection g, y = {q;Yx): x E WJ is a clopen disjoint semicanoni- 
cal cover of the pair (Go,,, q1 "(y>), where y E Y. and y =yk. 
So we can construct inductively for each i a clopen disjoint collection Fi in Q, a 
countable Lasnev space Y,, a quotient map qi : S -+ y, and an inclusion ji : Yj_ 1 c Y, 
such that 
(13) ji-1 ’ 4j-1 =4i; 
(14) y, = Y-1 u (U yEY,E1 w,> (disjoint union), where XT1 = Yi_1\Yr_2 and wy 
is a copy of a countable discrete set, and for each y E Y,?, the space (y) U wy is 
homeomorphic to Y; 
(15) gi= (qil(y): y E yI\yi_l}, and every subcollection ??i,y = {q;'(x): x EWJ 
is a clopen disjoint semicanonical cover of the pair (G, qL:'(y)), where y E YT, 
and YEGE??‘~_~. 
Put 
L= Uqi'(K) and Z= Uyl,. 
i=O 
Let q:L+Z bethemap 
q(x) =qi+l(x) for xEq;l(y). 
Then, this definition is well defined since for each yi it holds by (13) that 
qi<ll(yi) = ql:+i(yi) for every k a 1. Now, we define a topology on Z as the quotient 
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topology with respect to 4. Then, one can show without difficulties that q is closed 
and each Y has the original topology and is closed in Z. We shall show that Z is 
our second universal space in the next section. 
2.3. Second proof of Theorem 1.3 
Let X = {xi: i > 0) be any irreducible closed image of Q (we may think that X 
is our first universal space WI. Let %‘i be a countable mutually disjoint clopen 
collection of X satisfying the conditions (a>-(e) in Section 1.3. Then, we shall 
define Lasnev spaces Xi and closed maps 4i : X+X, U . . . U Xi c Y inductively 
as follows. Let X0 be the decomposition space with respect to the cover {xi) U .Yo, 
and let & : X-+X, be its natural map. Then, by Cd), & is a closed map and X0 
satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2.2. Hence, we can embed it in Y,, by virtue of 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that we have defined 4k : X-X, U . . . UX, c Yk for 
O<k~i. Let Gi+, be the unique element of zi satisfying xi+, E G,, i. Let gi+l 
be the semicanonical cover of (Gi+ ,, (x~+~)), and let xk be the point such that 
Gi+l is a member of the semicanonical cover of (G,, Ix,}) guaranteed in (d). 
Then, define +i+, I X\Gi+ i = +i I X\G,+,. Let Xi+, be the decomposition space 
with respect to {xi+ i} Ugj+ ,, and let us define c$~+ i : Gi+ 1 + Xi+ i to be its natural 
quotient map. By (14) and (15) we can make 
(16) +i+i(Xi+i)=x, 4i+i(Gi+i)CWyCYk+i CY+i, where Gi=4,‘(x), xEw~, 
and Y = 4k(~k). 
Finally, define $I : X * Z by 4(x> = $k(~k). Then, one can show that 4 is a 
closed embedding by a parallel way as in Section 1.3. without any difficulties. 
Remark 2.4. It can be seen without difficulties that Z is homeomorphic to the 
subspace W * of W, which corresponds to the set of all points of nontrivial 
identification in Section 1.2. Hence, W is not homeomorphic to Z, since every 
point in W\ W * is first countable, while no point in Z is first countable. By 
Remark 1.10 it holds that Z is also an irreducible closed image of Q. 
3. Concluding remark 
The following theorem, which is a generalization of our result, was communi- 
cated by van Douwen [S]. Van Douwen claimed the theorem on 21 October 1985. 
He did not submit any proof of this result for publication during his lifetime. Van 
Mill has informed us that there is no proof of the theorem among his papers but 
only the statement of this theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (Van Douwen [7] and 16, Addenda]). For every infinite cardinals K and 
h with w 1 =G h G K + there is a universal space for the class of all spaces Y for which 
there are a-discrete metric spaces M of w(M) < K and a closed onto map f : M + Y 
such that YE Y[ I f-‘(y) I <A]. 
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